TREND REPORT:

WELLNESS
Inside and Out:
Wellness as the Future of Retail

The wellness industry has always been around, whether in the form of diets and exercises or juice
cleanses and spas. But in the age of kale, mindfulness, and SoulCycle, wellness has taken on an entirely
new meaning. In 2017, more Americans reported stress, anxiety and depression than ever before1.
Today’s fast-paced lifestyle, information overload and tense global political climate has left consumers
yearning for the benefits that the wellness industry offers. The promise of internal peace and a holistic
lifestyle is an antidote that consumers are willing to pay the price for.
Today, the global wellness market is worth $3.72 trillion, having clocked 10.6% growth between 20132015 while the global economy shrank by -3.6%2. Wellness culture is flourishing, leaving no aspect
of retail untouched. The beauty, fashion, food, fitness, and even sleep industries have experienced
unparalleled growth due to this megatrend that shows no signs of slowing down. We’re here to give
you the facts on the opportunities in this ever-expanding market.
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1. http://www.newsweek.com/recession-mental-health-depression-anxiety-585695
2. https://www.globalwellnessinstitute.org/press-room/statistics-and-facts/

INTRODUCTION

T

he 2013 Global Wellness Tourism Economy
report defined wellness as “a state of complete
physical, mental, and social well-being […] that
incorporates attitudes and activities to enhance
one’s quality of life”1. These attitudes and activities
come at a price, but consumers are willing to
pay it. Investing in one’s well-being through apps,
supplements, special diets, wearable technology
and more has become the new-age display of
wealth, discipline and responsibility. According to
Vogue Magazine, “If five years ago it was a Celine
bag, today’s ultimate status symbol might just be a
SoulCycle hoodie and a green juice2”.

Brands and retailers across categories are
responding to the megatrend by adapting
their offerings. Saks Fifth Avenue houses
a space called The Wellery dedicated to
health, fitness and beauty at its New York
flagship store. Fitness membership program ClassPass recently added wellness
studios and services to its platform. Salma
Hayek collaborated with Juice Generation
on a line of smoothies that double as
face masks. Wearable X makes yoga pants
with woven-in technology to “guide your
flow with gentle vibrations”3. While wellness is popular across several age groups,
millennials are driving its growth. Their
natural affinity for flaunting their purchases and goings-on on social has largely
contributed to the sector’s exponential
growth.

1. https://www.globalwellnessinstitute.org/press-room/statistics-and-facts/
2. https://www.vogue.com/article/health-wellness-luxury-status-symbol
3. https://www.wearablex.com/products/nadi-x-pant?variant=37335539664

BEAUTY LANDSCAPE
To keep up with the wellness lifestyle, beauty must come from within. Emerging beauty brands are
breaking the mold by demanding ingredient transparency and creating an appetite for new products such
as beauty-based supplements. We’ve curated a selection of notable beauty brands that are making waves.

Beauty Ingestibles

Natural* Beauty Brands

*Products derived from botanicals, minerals, metals, and animals.
**Free of sulfates SLS and SLES, parabens, formaldehyde, phthalates, mineral oils, etc.

Clean** Skincare Brands

APPAREL LANDSCAPE
It used to be about work-life balance, now it’s about balancing everything. Worlds are colliding and these
are the brands that are pushing you to do and feel your best. From wearable tech to sustainability, these
brands make us feel like we really could have it all.

Wearable Tech

Workleisure Brands

Sustainable Fashion

Sustainable Shoes

INFLUENCERS
Celebrities and influencers have played key roles in creating momentum within the wellness movement.
Their perceived authenticity and dedication to the movement not only shapes the overall narrative of the
trend for consumers but also creates collaboration opportunities for brands. We highlight some key and
emerging influencers to watch and the hashtags they use most often on social.

Beauty

Fashion

Along with tutorials and reviews, today’s beauty
influencer also addresses self-care, mindfulness,
productivity, and mental health.

Sustainability, veganism, zero waste and ethical fashion
are common topics among emerging sustainable
fashion influencers.

With over 1 million followers and high post
engagement, blogger Thuy Le has collaborated with
cruelty-free makeup and skin care brands. Megainfluencer Kourtney Kardashian- who leads the
beauty-wellness influencer pack in post engagementlobbied on Capitol Hill for stricter laws on cosmetics
and personal care ingredients in spring 2018.

Jenny Welbourn, Hitomi Mochizuki, and Freya Haley
are notable emerging influencers in the space,
collaborating with growing eco-fashion brands Lisa
Says Gah, Thinx, and Oakie Label, among others.

Client Exclusive
Client Exclusive

Fitness

Food

Fitness influencers are incorporating self care and self
love into work-out regimens.

Food influencers are opting for cleaner dinner plates
and are inspiring their followers to do the same.
Searches for vegan are up 37% from last year and
+25% from ever 3 months ago.

Jessamyn Stanley, an emerging plus size yogi, commits
to her fitness goals whilst addressing mindfulness and
body positivity. Her collaborations include U By Kotex,
Samsung for GearFit2Pro, and Aura Cacia (essential
oils)

Client Exclusive

Minimalist Baker, a food blogger with high fan count
and post engagement, shares vegan recipes requiring
10 ingredients or less or recipes that take 30 minutes
or less to make.

Client Exclusive

THE BEAUTY-WELLNESS JUGGERNAUT
Increased awareness on lifestyle-based diseases has led consumers to take a
more proactive approach toward their wellbeing. The idea that internal health
reaps external benefits has revolutionized the way the beauty products are
consumed. Emerging and traditional brands are investing in beauty from the
inside out, driving growth of new categories, innovations and technologies in
the process.
According to a 2017 NPD report, ingredients determine half of American
women’s purchase decisions1 . Prestige skincare brands that promoted wellness
and natural ingredients grew sales by 13% last year – outpacing the overall
market, which grew by 6%. With the average customer adding more products
to her routine and using them more frequently, the ever-evolving wellness
trend is no longer just for the GNCs and Goops of the retail world.

Client Exclusive

With 80% of wellness SKUs being mass
and prestige, there is opportunity to break
into the specialty and luxury segments.

No Nasties
Sephora is launching a Clean Beauty category online and instore, curated with products free from harmful chemicals and
pro-wellness no-nos. It even recently added water bottle brand
bkr to its brand portfolio! Credo Beauty provides the largest
verified and vetted clean beauty and skin care assortment.

A Holistic Lifestyle
Fresh uploads videos of yoga and mindfulness techniques
tagged “skincare nirvana” on their social media. Even makeup
brands, such as Tarte, emphasize the importance of health
and wellness in their campaigns and influencer engagments.

Driving the Conversation
Skin care brand Philosophy’s product photos are
accompanied with commentary on self-care and mental
health. Lower-ticket brand The Ordinary has risen to
cult status by offering hyper-transparency on products.

Influencer Frenzy
Started by wellness aficionado Miranda Kerr, Kora Organics
leverages the healing power and vibrations of crystals
in its products. Salma Hayek collaborated with Juice
Generation to create smoothies that doubles as face masks.
https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/press-releases/2017/for-nearly-half-of-us-women-using-facial-skincare-products-ingredients-determine-their-purchases/
https://www.fastcompany.com/40557990/from-sephora-to-barneys-retailers-bet-on-the-nebulous-wellness-industry

CAPITALIZING ON TRENDS
As the wellness category continues to grow, the essential question remains - how can you best capitalize
on it? Emerging trends include ingestibles - think drinkables (Dirty Lemon’s Skin + Hair Tonic), adaptogens
(Moon Juice’s Moon Dust) and personalized beauty vitamins (Care/of). Topical treatments and tools like
bath bombs (LUSH) and crystal therapy (jade roller) also come under the wellness umbrella. So long
as a product’s messaging authentically addresses growing emotional, psychological and physical needs,
consumers are likely to indulge. It is important to identify where the consumer lies on the adoption curve
to invest in the right trends. In the visuals below, we compare search volume to search growth over time.

adaptogens: +26% to LY

jade roller: +314% to LY

drinkables: +1856% to LY

bath soaks: +48% to LY

beauty vitamins: +67% to LY

Ingestibles
Ingestibles have been a key driver in the wellness boom and show no signs of slowing down. Products
that call out collagen as an ingredient (Collagen Powder, Collagen Supplements) have the highest
search volume. While demand for both continues to rise, Collagen Powder shows a significant upward
trajectory. Other powder-based trends are also on the rise: Superpowders and Drinkables are fastemerging trends that we will monitor for growth in the coming months. Demand for generic terms like
Hair Supplements and Beauty Vitamins, on the other hand, are beginning to plateau. With 55% of ingestible
products priced under $50, there is opportunity for growth within the contemporary and prestige markets.

Client Exclusive

CAPITALIZING ON TRENDS
Topical Treatments and Tools
Among traditional topical products, oil and bath products are driving the wellness category. Although
essential oils and bath bombs have massive volume, they have begun to plateau. Ayurveda on the
other hand, is a mature trend that is still showing steady growth. Facial Roller, Jade Roller and Prebiotics
are showing significant growth on both search and social, with potential to reach mass consumer
adoption. Emerging trends include Bath Oil and Hybrid Products, which we are closely watching.

Client Exclusive

Ingredients

Ingredients are impacting purchase decisions now more than ever before. Activated Charcoal, once an ingredient
megatrend, is now showing negative growth. Rose Hip Oil, Niacinamide and Witch Hazel, on the other hand,
are the ingredients of the season with sustained upward trajectories and high social actions. With most SKUs
priced between $10-25, there is opportunity for these ingredients to enter the mass and prestige segments.
Searches for Moringa, also a breakthrough ingredient this year, are still growing but have begun to slow down.
Turmeric, Aloe Vera and Castor Oil lead the pack in terms of search volume but demand for them has plateaued.

Client Exclusive

WEARABLE TECH
Everyday Wellness
Today, athleisure is involved in every aspect of consumers’lives - from the gym,to work,to happy hour,to the couch.
In addition to apparel, a cultural shift towards regularly tracking wellness has emerged in the form of wearable
tech. Demand for wearable tech is still very much brand-driven, with branded terms like Apple Watch and FitBit
reeling in higher average weekly searches from consumers than the terms smart watch and fitness tracker.

Client Exclusive

Searches for apple watch are 2X those of smart watch, while searches for fitbit are 7X those of fitness tracker.

Capitalizing on Wearable Tech
Although branded terms are garnering higher search volume, searches for generic descriptors
are on the rise! The smart ring, smart watch and fitness tracker have experienced +62%, +22%, and
+13% search growth to LY, respectively. With YOY growth and high seasonality, the smart watch and
fitness tracker are strong within the contemporary market, with opportunity to offer more product
at lower price points for the mass customer. The smart ring, on the other hand, is in its earlier stages
of mass consumer and influencer adoption but is demonstrating significant trend momentum.

https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/sj-rail-train-tickets-hand-implant-microchip-biometric-sweden-a7793641.html

APPAREL EXPECTATIONS
Sustainability
Sustainability’s rise is being fueled by social; social actions on designers’ and brands’ sustainability
content outpaces search volume YOY. Brands are rethinking production cycles, sourcing green materials,
going fur-free, and reducing their carbon footprint. Stella McCartney, who had pledged allegiance
to sustainable practices years ago, now has the highest fan count, engagement and social buzz among
sustainable designers. In other news, 2017 saw H&M producing dresses with recycled plastic, Gucci
pledging to go fur-free, designer Maggie Marilyn executing stainability with a Gen-Z spin, and much more.

Sustainable Denim:
Denim is a key category of interest for sustainability-conscious consumers.
Searches for sustainable denim and sustainable jeans have significant
search growth, up 85% and 42% to LY respectively.

Trending Fabrics:
Sisal is the most searched sustainable fabric, with YOY growth and social actions
up 5X from 2 years ago. Although
in early stages, camel wool is a fastClient still
Exclusive
emerging sustainable fabric with searches up 56% from last year. Both are
luxury sustainable materials with current offerings from brands like Burberry,
Zimmerman, Stella McCartney, and more.

Workleisure
‘Workleisure’ lends itself to designs that work just as well in the boardroom as they do in the barre studio. Patagonia,
a favorite among outdoor enthusiasts and finance bros alike, continues to normalize fleece jackets and vests as
appopriate work attire. Carbon38 recently released a non-work out collection using technical fabrics, and Outdoor
Voices released what they call an “exercise dress” as part of their “#doingthings” campaign. Post engagement from
these brands largely outpace their fan count, indicating a shift in consumer behavior to a preference for comfortable
materials that can be worn through multiple activities.

Client Exclusive

WHAT’S THE INDUSTRY TO DO?
1

Be You Authentically
Authenticity remains king: with consumers demanding ever more niche
products, established brands will have to adapt to remain relevant… and
not gimmicky. With fast fashion churning out clothing as fast as influencers
can post about them, there is little room left to make any mistakes. Brands
have to find new and innovative ways to connect with consumers (or
you can always buy someone else with cred). Retailers and brands from
Tiffany & Co. to Nike are going beyond the traditional brick and mortar to
create limited time installations and loft spaces worthy of SoHo House.The
message is clear: what used to work is no longer guaranteed.
The Blue Box Cafe,Tiffany & Co. Headquarters

2

Transparency is Key
From beauty to clothing, people want to know where their products are
coming from and how it was produced. In May 2017, the Personal Care
Products Safety Act gave the FDA to regular ingredients and packaging
of cosmetics and personal goods. In 2018, brands and incubators are
responding with innovations that feed consumer demand to be sustainable
and transparent. From L’Oreal’s Seed Phytonutrients to Blue Hill Farms (the
OG farm-to-table) and Everlane’s “radical transparency”, consumers want
to feel and look good. Companies like SourceMap are making it easier than
ever for brands to show consumers every step of the journey. Hershey
made headlines last year by becoming one of the first major brands to
launch an interactive map to allow consumers to trace their chocolate
bar’s origin.

3

Store Display, Everlane

Blockchain
This is where blockchain comes in. Everyone from your college professor to
your Uber driver is talking about blockchain, but what does that mean for
fashion and beauty? Simply put, blockchain is a tamper-proof way to track
every step in the supply chain process from mills to closets; every player
involved can see everyone else’s transactions. During last year’s Copenhagen
Fashion Summit, designer Martine Jarlgaard presented garments that were
accompanied by tags that could be scanned to pull a full, comprehensive
history of each garment’s suppy chain. By tokenizing beauty and wellness,
companies like Manecoin.io and Jolly are decentralizing the industry by
pushing a true peer-to-peer structure.
Blockchain In Use, Shanghai Fashion Week

1. http://www.strategyr.com/MarketResearch/Mens_Grooming_Products_Market_Trends.asp
2. https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/opinion/op-ed-blockchains-could-upend-the-fashion-business
3. https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/beauty-trends-2018/

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The Wellness Mindset
With the holistic lifestyle trend touching so many industries, make sure you are staying relevant by
monitoring the important brands in the wellness landscape. No matter what your product offering is,
there is a commercial opportunity to be learned from these winning brands, such as being transparent
to your customers or offering products to create work-life balance.

1. Leverage collaborations to strengthen brand equity
•

Micro-influencers and celebrities alike are using their platforms to push the wellness narrative to their fans. In partnering with brands that promote holistic living, influencers are
driving the growth of emerging brands
and innovative products, so make sure to monitor
Client Exclusive
these key changemakers!

2. Beauty - Capitalize on untapped and growing beauty markets
•

Prestige skincare brands that promoted wellness and natural ingredients grew sales by
13% last year -outpacing the overall market. Opportunity for further growth exists in the
specialty and luxury segments, which only account for 20% of current wellness SKUs.
• With roughly 50% of American women
making purchase decisions based on ingredients,
Client Exclusive
retailers are investing big in clean beauty and ingredient transparency.
• Prebiotics and facial rollers have signifanct growth. On the ingredient side, collagen-based
ingestibles, rose hip oil and niacinamide are showing steady upward trajectories.

3. Fashion - Focus on innovation and design
•

While demand for wearable tech is currently largely brand-driven, searches for wearable
tech pieces overall are on the rise, with smart ring, smart watch, and fitness tracker
receiving double-digit growth to last year.
• Denim is the top category of interest for sustainability-conscious consumers. The
Clientvolume
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sustainable fabric with the most search
is sisal, while the fabric with the highest
growth is camel wool. Both fabrics are currently luxury market staples and have room for
growth.
• Brands that are investing in ‘workleisure’ clothing are seeing high levels of post
engagement on social.

4. Source Transparency and Blockchain As The Future
•

Stricter regulations are putting pressure on brands to be more transparent with consumers about their supply chain. Tokenizing beauty, fashion and wellness industries will
Clientwill
Exclusive
establish a peer-to-peer structure that
reorganize the distribution of power between
producers and consumers.

FURTHER ANALYSIS
Trendalytics clients can use these resources to stay on the pulse of wellness trends.
Top Wellness Beauty Brands:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bath and Body Works 12M
The Body Shop 9M
Lush Cosmetics 5M
Jo Malone 2M
Yankee Candle 2M
Goop 1M
Philosophy Beauty 1M
Fresh 900K
Drybar 800K
Honest Beauty 500K

Top Wellness Beauty Influencers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Top Sustainable Brands:
Adidas by Stella McCartney 7M
Stella McCartney 7M
Patagonia 5M
Brilliant Earth 2M
Thred Up 2M
The Reformation 1M
Everlane 800K
Native Shoes 700K
Matt & Nat 600K
Depop 500K

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Samsung 168M
GoPro 27M
Apple 5M
FitBit 3M
Garmin 2M
Oculus Rift 2M
LG Electronics 800K
Pebble 500K
Bellabeat 400K
Misfit 300K

Top Wellness Beauty Celebrities:

Farah Dhukai 10M
Jess Scull 2M
Estee Lalonde 1M
Thuy Le 1M
Nikki Walton 900K
Loren Ridinger 800K
Marianna Hewitt 800K
Jen Mathews 700K
Well + Good 600K
Hey Fran Hey 300K

Top Food and Health Influencers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Top Wearable Tech Brands:

Deepak Chopra 6M
Dana Schultz 1M
Angela Liddon 1M
Richa Hingle 1M
Nora Eisermann & Laura Muthesius 1M
Katie Higgin 700K
Taline Gabriel 500K
Nikki Sharp 400K
The Chalkboard 400K
Lidsay S Nixon 300K

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Kourtney Kardashian 103M
Alicia Keys 77M
Oprah 69M
Gisele Bundchen 25M
Miranda Kerr 25M
Jessica Alba 23M
Heidi Klum 14M
Gwyneth Paltrow 8M
Cindy Crawford 6M
Jennifer Aniston 500K

Top Fitness Influencers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Kayla Itsines 32M
Jen Selter 22M
Michelle Lewin 22M
Jillian Michaels 6M
Joe Wicks 5M
Lyzabth Lopez 4M
Massy Arias 2M
Cassey Ho 2M
Rachel Brathen 2M
Natalie Jill 2M

Top Fashion Influencers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gigi Hadid 54M
Serena Williams 24M
Kate Hudson 8M
Julianne Hough 6M
Laura Kasperzak 1M
Adrienne Ho 800K
Madelynn De La Rosa 500K
Kailee Mckenzie 159K
Jenny Mustard 100K
Freya Haley 100K

Clients can contact their Trendalytics Digital Strategist for further
insights and strategies to analyze wellness trends, brands, and
influencers.

MARRYING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COMMERCE
For more information visit trendalytics.co

